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Evidence for diffractive charm production in nµFe and n̄µFe scattering at the Fermilab Tevatron
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We present evidence for the diffractive processesnmFe→m2DS
1(DS* )Fe andn̄mFe→m1DS

2(DS* )Fe using
the Fermilab SSQT neutrino beam and the Lab E neutrino detector. The data are consistent with standard

model production of the neutrino trident reactionsnmFe→nmm2m1Fe andn̄mFe→ n̄mm1m2Fe. We see no
evidence for neutral-current production ofJ/c via either diffractive or deep inelastic scattering mechanisms.

PACS number~s!: 13.151g, 12.15.2y, 12.40.Vv, 13.60.Le
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I. INTRODUCTION

Opposite-signed two-muon production in deep inelas
scattering~DIS! with neutrinos or anti-neutrinos serves as
reliable signal for charm quark production through the
quence

nmN→m2DX, D→m1nmX8, ~1.1!

whereD represents a weakly decaying charmed hadron. T
is especially true in dense targets such as the NuTeV dete
at Fermilab where absorption of pions and kaons in the h
ronic shower suppresses backgrounds from meson decay
occur via

nmN→m2p1~K1!X, p1~K1!→m1nm . ~1.2!
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Previous studies of DIS two-muon production in neutri
interactions@1–6# have yielded important measurements
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix elements
Vcd and Vcs , the effective charm quark mass, and the s
and shape of the nucleon strange sea. These studies
performed in the context of the QCD-corrected quark-par
model and hence were restricted to large values of ene
transfer,n, to the struck nucleon, resulting in large amoun
of observed hadronic energy,EHAD .

At low hadronic energy, one expects to observe cha
production via another mechanism, namely, diffractive p
duction of pseudoscalar and vectorDS mesons via both co-
herent and incoherent scattering:

nmA→m2DS
1A, nmA→m2DS

1gSOFTA, ~1.3!

where the low energy decay photongSOFT will accompany
the production of vectorDS* , A5Fe, for coherent production
in our experiment, andA5n or p for incoherent production.
Here, large energy transfer to the meson may not resu
large hadronic energy because the nucleus remains inta

These reactions have been observed at the few event
in bubble chamber and emulsion experiments@7,8#. It is im-
portant to understand the size of this diffractive contributi
because of its influence as a background to DIS charm
duction. These processes are also of interest to future
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statistics neutrino experiments at a muon collider. They p
vide the possibility of measuring the ratioVcd /Vcs via com-
parison of the ratesnmA→m2D* 1A andnmA→m2DS*

1A.
Additionally, they can create a signature which mimi
quasi-elastic production oft leptons through the chainnmA
→m2DS

1(gSOFT)A, DS
1→t1nt , which may be of concern

to high sensitivitynm→nt oscillation searches.
A competing reaction that produces the same experim

tal signature, an opposite-signed muon pair with vanish
EHAD , is the neutrino trident process@9,10#

nmA→m2m1nmA. ~1.4!

In principle, the neutrino trident reaction provides an int
esting test of electroweak theory since contributions fromW
and Z decay produce a reliably calculable 40% destruct
interference effect. In practice, the very small cross sec
implies that only a handful of neutrino tridents have pre
ously been observed in neutrino scattering. Furthermore,
neutrino trident process must be considered in combina
with the expected signal from diffractive charm producti
in experiments that are only sensitive to two-muon fin
states. This point has not been recognized in previous m
surements of neutrino tridents.

NuTeV ~Fermilab Experiment E815! is a high-statistics
experiment studying neutrino and anti-neutrino interactio
with a high intensity, high energy sign-selected beam.
primary goal is to measure the electroweak mixing an
sin2uW; however, the high-statistics nature makes it poss
to study the rarer processes described above. At low~zero!
hadronic energy the dominant DIS processes fall off and
ditional channels such as diffractiveDS

6/DS*
6 production

@8#, neutrino trident@9,10#, and diffractiveJ/c @11# become
more important. This is the first analysis to study the inc
sive production of all processes in the final state with l
hadronic energy and two muons.

The next section will describe the NuTeV experime
while Sec. III details the data selection. Predictions for
sources of low-EHAD two muon events are given in Sec. IV
Section V details the charged- and neutral-current analy
and conclusions are stated in the final section.

II. NuTeV EXPERIMENT

The NuTeV experiment ran at Fermilab using the ref
bished Lab E detector@12# and nm and n̄m beams provided
by the newly installed Sign-Selected Quadrupole Tr
~SSQT! @13#. The SSQT has the capability of selecting eith
muon neutrino or muon anti-neutrino beams while leav
&231023 of the anti-selected type.

The Lab E detector, located 1.5 km downstream of
primary target, consists of a target calorimeter followed b
toroid spectrometer~Fig. 1!. The calorimeter is composed o
42 segments of four steel plates, two liquid scintillat
counters~SCs! and one drift chamber~DC! ~Fig. 2!. The
steel provides mass for the neutrino target, the SCs mea
the longitudinal vertex and energy deposition (E), and the
DC is used to find the transverse vertex and reconst
downstream tracks. Because of the high density of the tar
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only muons deeply penetrate the calorimeter, and all ot
particles create a hadronic or electromagnetic shower n
the interaction vertex.

The toroid spectrometer, located immediately downstre
of the calorimeter, focuses muons from the primary charg
current vertex given the type of beam (nm or n̄m), measuring
both charge and momentum~p! of muons with p
>5 GeV/c which enter the spectrometer. It is also possib
to measure the momentum of a subset of muons with 5<p
<15 GeV/c which range out in the calorimeter and to pla
a lower bound on the momentum of muons which exit t
side of the calorimeter.

The NuTeV detector was calibrated with a separate be
of hadrons, muons, or electrons throughout the running
riod of the experiment. Hadronic and muon energy scales
the calorimeter were determined to 0.43% and 1.0% resp
tively over the energy range 5–200 GeV@14#. Muon mo-
mentum measurement in the spectrometer is limited by m
tiple Coulomb scattering toDp/p50.11, and the sampling
dominated hadronic resolution was approximatelyDE/E
50.86/AE.

III. EVENT SELECTION

Analyses presented here use the full NuTeV data sam
from the 1996–1997 fixed-target run corresponding to
31018 protons on target~POT! for neutrino running and
1.631018 protons on target for anti-neutrino running. Th
sizes of various event samples from NuTeV are listed
Table I.

Events were selected for the low-EHAD two-muon analy-
sis based on the following criteria:

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the Lab E detector. Beam en
from the left. The target calorimeter is on the left and the toro
spectrometer is on the right.

FIG. 2. Drawing of one segment of the Lab E calorimeter.
1-2
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EVIDENCE FOR DIFFRACTIVE CHARM PRODUCTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 092001
~i! The event vertex was required to be at least 25
from any side, 40 cm steel equivalent from the upstream
and 1.4 m steel equivalent from the downstream end of
calorimeter.

~ii ! At least two muons were required to be found a
fitted by the tracking code. At least one of these had to
reconstructed in the toroid spectrometer with a momen
greater than 9 GeV/c.

~iii ! The second muon’s momentum could be obtained
either toroid spectrometer or range information; its mom
tum was required to be at least 5 GeV/c.

~iv! Either the calorimeter drift chamber or scintillato
counter signals had to be consistent with passage of
muons over five drift chambers or seven scintillator count
starting at the event vertex.

~v! The hadronic energy is determined by summing
energy in the scintillator counters from the upstream end
the shower to 5 counters past the downstream end of
shower. The upstream end of the shower is defined as
first of two consecutive counters with more than 1/4 of t
energy deposited by minimum-ionizing particles~MIPs!. The
downstream end of the shower is defined as the counter
fore the first place where three consecutive counters h
energy less than 3 MIPs. Also, for events with reconstruc
muons a parametrizeddE/dx for each muon is subtracte
from the measured energy.

IV. LOW HADRONIC ENERGY: TWO MUON SOURCES

The analysis strategy consists of comparing data t
model comprised of all known sources of events with t
muons and small hadronic energy. Kinematic distributio
were generated according to electroweak theory for neut
trident production, leading order quark-parton model pred
tions for DIS feed-down, and vector meson dominan
~VMD ! or partially conserved axial vector current~PCAC!
models extended to four flavors for diffractive charm pr
duction. Detector response was modeled using aGEANT-
based Monte Carlo program~GEANT 3.21!, with simulated
events processed in an identical fashion as data. The fol
ing sections describe the various sources and prediction
their rates.

A. DIS charm production

Neutrino DIS produces two major sources of two-mu
events. Charged-current charm production can result i
second muon from the decay of the charmed meson@Fig.
3~a!#. Also, during charged-current interactions, ap/K in the

TABLE I. NuTeV event samples.

No. of events No. of events
(n) ( n̄)

Single muon~all EHAD) 1.33106 0.463106

Two muons~all EHAD) 4300 1300
Single muon (EHAD,3 GeV) 0.103106 0.063106

Two muons (EHAD,3 GeV) 33 21
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hadronic shower can decay to a muon and a neutrino be
interacting@Fig. 3~b!#.

Two-muon events from DIS charm were modeled v
leading order predictions usingd and s parton distribution
functions measured in this and previous experiments@2–6#
assuming an effective charm quark massmc51.32 GeV/c2.
Charm quark fragmentation was treated using the Colli
Spiller scheme@15# with fragmentation parametere50.93
and D0:D1:LC

1 production ratios as measured in Fermil
E531 @16#, corrected for effects ofDS

1 production @17#.
Charmed hadron decay was modeled using the best avai
data as summarized by the Particle Data Group@18#, with
particular attention given to purely leptonic decays.

Two muon events fromp/K decay in the hadron shower
of ordinary charged-current~CC! events were modeled usin
measured parametrizations@19# from a previous experimen
~Fermilab E744/770! which ran at similar neutrino energie
and used the same neutrino target.

The hadronic energy (EHAD) spectrum for DIS two-muon
Monte Carlo events is shown in Fig. 4. While these sour
generally contain significant amounts of hadronic ener
some contribution at lowEHAD is seen. Normalizing to the
high-EHAD (EHAD.5 GeV) two-muon sample we predic
10.4~4.0! events withEHAD,3 GeV in then ( n̄) mode due
to the low hadronic energy tail of the DIS process.

B. Neutrino tridents

Neutrino trident production is a purely electroweak pr
cess in which interference between the charged- and neu

FIG. 3. The Feynman diagrams for DIS production of two-mu
events:~a! DIS charged-current production of charm with a sem
muonic decay,~b! DIS charged-current production with ap/K de-
cay in the hadronic shower.

FIG. 4. Distribution of expected hadronic energy (EHAD) for
DIS production of two-muon events~Monte Carlo simulation!. This
analysis is concerned with the contribution near zero.
1-3
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T. ADAMS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 092001
current diagrams causes a 40% decrease~from V2A) in the
total cross section@9,10,20#. Feynman diagrams are shown
Fig. 5. The small (;1024 fb/nucleon) cross section has lim
ited the observation until recent years@21–23#.

For this analysis, the Monte Carlo simulation was gen
ated using the full matrix element withW-Z interference
@24,25# including contributions from both coherent nucle
and incoherent nucleon scattering. This procedure inco
rated all possible kinematic correlations between the
muons and represents an improvement over previous m
ods @21,26#. In particular, there is a strong correlation b
tween the energies of the two muons which is very import
to the acceptance: when one muon’s momentum is high,
other’s is preferentially very low.

The lengthy expression for the cross section can be fo
in Refs. @9,10,20,24,25#. The rate depends on the ele
troweak mixing angle, which we set to sin2uW50.2222, and,
weakly, on nuclear and nucleon form factors. Standard
pole parametrizations were used for the latter with a vec
pole massmV

250.71 GeV2/c4. The nuclear form factor for
iron was calculated assuming a Fermi charge density fu
tion for iron with nuclear size parameterc53.9 fm and
thickness parameterb50.55 fm.

NuTeV should observe 4.8~2.2! neutrino trident events in
the n ( n̄) mode from both coherent and incoherent prod
tion.

C. DS
ÁÕDS*

Á production

Diffractive production ofDS
6(DS*

6) ~Fig. 6! has been ob-
served in previous experiments@7,8# and contributes to the

FIG. 6. The Feynman diagrams for~a! DS
6 and ~b! DS*

6 pro-
duction.

FIG. 5. The Feynman diagrams for neutrino trident producti
~a! charged-current production;~b! neutral-current production.
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low-EHAD two-muon sample whenever theDS meson decays
either to all-lepton final states (DS

1→t1nt ,t1→m1nmn̄t

or DS
1→m1nm) or to final states with small hadronic energ

(DS
1→m1nmXSOFT). The latter case was modeled by assu

ing that theDS
1 semi-muonic decay rate was saturated by

channelsDS
1→fm1nm , hm1nm , h8m1nm in the measured

proportions summarized by the Particle Data Group@18#.
Only contributions from coherent diffractive productio
were considered. Incoherent production ofDS

1(DS*
6) from

nN scattering is already included in the inclusive DIS rat
Vector DS* production was modeled assuming a VM

type mechanism with cross section given by

d3s~nmN→mDS* N!

dQ2dndt
5

Q2n

gr
2E2

MD
S*

2

~Q21MD
S*

2
!2

1

~12e!
Ab

e2bt

b
,

~4.1!

whereQ2 and n are the momentum and energy transfer
the DS* , t is the square of the momentum transfer to t
nucleus,gr is the r coupling constant,MD

S*
is the mass of

theDS* meson,E is the incoming neutrino energy,e is virtual
W polarization „e5@4E(E2n)2Q2#/@4E(E2n)1Q2

12n2#…, A is the atomic number of the target nucleus,b
determines theA dependence@b5(3*Q212)/(3*Q213)
incoherent,b52 coherent# and b is the slope of the distri-
bution of momentum transfer squared~t! to the nucleus
~nucleon! (b53 incoherent,b5145 coherent!. A check was
performed which showed that the NuTeV experiment is

FIG. 7. TheEHAD distributions for~a! DS
6 and~b! DS*

6 Monte
Carlo simulation.

FIG. 8. The Feynman diagram for neutral-current diffracti
production of light vector mesons (V0). HereV0 can be ar0, v, f,
or J/c meson andN represents either a nucleus~coherent! or
nucleon~incoherent!.

:
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EVIDENCE FOR DIFFRACTIVE CHARM PRODUCTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 092001
sensitive to effects of the virtual-W polarization on theDS*
decay. The overall normalization was left to be determin
by the data. To set the scale, the normalization was
obtained in theSU(4)-flavor limit by comparing to the mea
sured cross section for diffractiver1 production in neutrino
scattering.

The number of events expected by NuTeV is normaliz
to the observed two-muon data withEHAD.5 GeV:

NM5

E F~En!sM~En!e~En!BMdEn

E F~En!smm~En!e~En!BmmdEn

Nmm , ~4.2!

whereM refers to the meson being produced,mm refers to
DIS two-muon data,F is the NuTeV flux,s is the cross
section,En is the incident neutrino energy,e is the detection
efficiency, B is the ~semi-!muonic branching fraction, and
Nmm is the number of DIS two-muon events observed in
NuTeV data. Throughout this analysis, we normalize the p
dicted number of events to the high-EHAD two muon data
which have been studied elsewhere@2#. This procedure pre-
dicts 33.0 ~13.6! observedDS* events forn ( n̄) mode in
NuTeV.

The contribution of pseudoscalarDS
1 decay was estimate

using PCAC formulas@27,28# adapted for charm:

d3s~nmN→mDSN!

dQ2dndt
5

n

E2

e

~12e!

MDS1

4

~Q21MDS1

2 !2
f DS

2 Ab
e2bt

b
,

~4.3!

where MDS1
is the mass of theDS1 meson,f DS

is the DS

decay constant (f DS
50.31 GeV), andb is the slope of the

distribution of momentum transfer squared~t! to the nucleus

FIG. 9. The Feynman diagrams for singlep6 production:~a!
diffractive and~b! resonance.

TABLE II. VMD predictions for the expected number of dif
fractively produced light vector mesons which decay to two muo

No. of events No. of events No. of events No. of even
~coherent! ~incoherent! ~coherent! ~incoherent!

(n) (n) ( n̄) ( n̄)

r0 0.0074 0.0039 0.0037 0.0019
v 0.023 0.016 0.011 0.008
f 0.036 0.022 0.018 0.011
J/c 4.88 17.1 1.86 7.76
09200
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~nucleon! (b53 incoherent,b560 coherent!. Here 102.9
~48.2! events are predicted forn ( n̄) mode in the SU~4! fla-
vor limit.

Figure 7 shows theEHAD distributions predicted by the
Monte Carlo simulation. Thet decay mode results in th
peak atEHAD50 for DS

6 production while the extra photon
from theDS*

6 decay washes the peak out.

D. Other sources

Several other contributions to low-EHAD two-muon states
contribute at the sub-event level. These includem1m2 de-
cays from neutral-current~NC! diffractively producedJ/c,
m1m2 decays from NC diffractively produced light vecto
mesons, CC diffractively producedp1 in which the pion
decays,p1 from CC baryon resonance production followe
by pion decay, and quasi-elastic CC scattering where pat
recognition errors split the outgoing muon track into two.

1. NC diffractive vector meson sources

Diffractive production of vector mesons is an importa
process in photoproduction experiments. A similar proces
available in the weak sector with the substitution of aZ0 for
the photon~Fig. 8!. Vector mesons which can decay to tw
muons includer0, v, f, andJ/c.

The VMD model is used to predict the expected numb
of vector mesons. Cross sections are normalized to the
milab E632 measurement of neutrino production of sin
r6 @27# with the NC and CC cross sections related by Pu
plin’s procedure@29#. The J/c estimate is calculated in th
SU(4) flavor limit for comparison purposes.

Table II lists the number of vector meson events predic
to be observed in the NuTeV data. All sources exceptJ/c
production are expected to be small, with the suppress
largely attributable to the very smallm1m2 branching frac-
tions for vector mesons. Section V B describes a meas
ment of theJ/c signal from diffractive production.

FIG. 10. The Feynman diagram for diffractiveLC
6 produc-

tion.

FIG. 11. The hadronic energy distribution for the two-mu
data. The first 12 bins contribute to Figs. 13 and 14.

.
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TABLE III. Predictions for the number of events expected to be observed by NuTeV in the
EHAD (EHAD,3 GeV) two-muon sample.

No. of events No. of events
(n) ( n̄)

DIS 10.4 4.0 Ref.@2#

Neutrino tridents 4.8 2.2 Refs.@9,10#
DS

6 102.9 48.2 Refs.@7,8#
DS*

6 33.0 13.6 Refs.@7,8#
Light vector mesons (r0, v, f) ,0.12 ,0.08 Refs.@27,29#
J/c ~coherent! 4.88 1.86 Refs.@27,29#
J/c ~incoherent! 17.1 7.76 Refs.@27,29#
Singlep6 ,0.1 ,0.1 Refs.@27,30#
LC

6 ,0.1 ,0.1 Refs.@31#

Mis-identified single muon events 0.75 0.25
Sum 174.4 78.2
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2. Sources from pion decay or misreconstruction

Single pions produced in NuTeV have two prima
sources: diffractive and resonance production~Fig. 9!. The
density of the NuTeV detector limits the contribution of bo
sources to the two-muon sample since the pion must de
prior to interacting. Diffractive production is predicted usin
the PCAC model normalized to the measured cross sec
@27# resulting in 0.08~0.02! estimated events in then ( n̄)
mode. Resonance production can result in the decay
final state pion with little visible hadronic energy. This
calculated with a model from Rein and Sehgal@30# and pre-
dicts ,0.1 events in either mode.

Quasi-elastic production ofLC
6 events~Fig. 10! has also

been considered@31#. The muon from theLC
6 decay is of

very low momentum, resulting in extremely low acceptan

FIG. 12. Distributions for the two-muon NuTeV events wi
EHAD,15 GeV. The plots are the two-muon invariant mass (Mmm)

for n ~a! and n̄ ~b! modes andDf in n ~c! and n̄ ~d! modes.
09200
ay
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We predict,0.1 events in either mode.
The final source considered was leakage from low-EHAD

single muon events due to misreconstruction. Contributi
from this class of events were greatly reduced by requir
that the scintillator counters or drift chambers be consist
with two muons over a minimum length. The primary r
maining source of these events was quasi-elastic scatte
where multiple Coulomb scattering and drift chamber ine
ciencies caused the pattern recognition software to fin
spurious second track in the event. This contribution w
estimated using straight-through muons which result fr
charged-current interactions upstream of the detector tha
ter the calorimeter. A random longitudinal event vertex w
chosen, and all event information upstream of this point w
discarded, leaving a topology identical to a quasi-elas
event. These straight-through muons were analyzed in
same way as the neutrino data sample and the results
malized to the observed number of single muon quasi-ela
events. The resulting predictions are 0.75~0.25! events in the
n ( n̄) mode.

A summary of the predicted number of events from ea
source is shown in Table III. The remainder of this pap
describes the measurement of the largest sources: DIS,
trino tridents,DS

6/DS*
6 , andJ/c.

FIG. 13. The two-muon invariant mass (Mmm) for the low-
EHAD (EHAD,3 GeV) two-muon data. The curve shows a fit to t
distributionxae(b1gx).
1-6
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V. RESULTS

A. Charged-current analysis

Our charged-current analysis examines three kinem
variables: the hadronic energy (EHAD) up to 15 GeV, the
two-muon invariant mass (Mmm), and the absolute value o
the smallest difference between the muon azimuthal an
(Df). Distributions for these quantities as measured
NuTeV data are shown in Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14. Since
analysis is primarily concerned with events that peak at
EHAD , theMmm ~Fig. 13! andDf ~Fig. 14! distributions are
plotted with the additional restrictionEHAD<3 GeV to em-
phasize the diffractive region. However, all events w
EHAD<15 GeV are used in the subsequent fitting. Thir
three neutrino and 21 anti-neutrino two-muon events w
observed withEHAD,3 GeV. These numbers are signifi
cantly below the sum of the predicted number of events
Table III, indicating that the naiveSU(4) flavor predictions
for heavy quark final states are too large. On the other ha
there is a large excess over the predictions from DIS fe
down and neutrino trident production.

A fit was performed allowing up to four sources of low
EHAD two-muon events: DIS, neutrino tridents, diffractiv
DS

6 , and diffractiveDS*
6 . These sources were simulated v

FIG. 14. The Df distributions for the low-EHAD (EHAD

,3 GeV) two-muon data.Df is defined in the text.
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Monte Carlo calculations and normalized to the NuTeV
clusive two-muon samples. Figure 15 shows distributions
EHAD , Mmm , and Df for the four major sources. Deep
inelastic scattering contributions peak at highMmm (Mmm
.2 GeV/c2), high EHAD , and atDf5p, the latter feature
reflecting the essentially two-body final state of DIS cha
production. The neutrino trident signal peaks at lowEHAD ,
low Mmm and is more uniform inDf. The DS andDS* dis-
tributions are intermediate between DIS and neutrino
dents, withDS distinguishable fromDS* in the EHAD distri-
bution due to the decay photon contribution toEHAD for DS* .
Diffractive DS and neutrino trident distributions are ver
similar; hence their measurements are highly correlated.

Data and Monte Carlo simulations were binned three
mensionally in (EHAD ,Mmm ,Df) space: 18 bins inEHAD
(23 – 15 GeV!, 6 in Mmm (0 –6 GeV!, and 6 inuDfu (0 –
p rad). The Monte Carlo is fit to the data using a maximu
likelihood technique. The Monte Carlo sets are summed
gether using a single normalization factor for each sou
which was defined to be 1.0 for the level presented in
preceding section. Neutrino and anti-neutrino modes wer
simultaneously.

The results of the fit are shown in Table IV. Figure 1
compares these results to the data and shows that we are
to describe the data with the four largest sources. The
contribution is consistent with that expected from the high

TABLE IV. Parameters from the three parameter fit to the lo
EHAD two-muon data.

Parameter Result

DIS 0.9020.06
10.06

Neutrino tridents 0.7220.72
11.20

Diffractive charm (DS
61DS*

6) 0.1820.04
10.05
nd

FIG. 15. Monte Carlo distributions of visible

hadronic energy, two muon invariant mass a
Df for the four largest sources of low-EHAD two-
muon events:~a! DIS charm, ~b! neutrino tri-
dents,~c! diffractive DS*

6 , ~d! diffractive DS
6 .

The invariant mass andDf distributions are for
EHAD,3 GeV.
1-7
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EHAD two-muon analysis@2#. The neutrino trident contribu
tion is consistent with the standard model prediction,
cannot distinguish betweenV2A and the standard mode
This is in contrast to a previous analysis which ruled ouV
2A @21#. However, none of the previous analyses conside
diffractive sources@21–23,26#.

The consideration of all sources of low-EHAD two-muon
events allows us to measure diffractive charm producti
TheDS

6 andDS*
6 sources have been combined in proporti

to the theoretical predictions and a single fit parameter u
This yields cross sections of

s„nmFe→m2~DS1DS* !Fe…5~3.360.8! fb/nucleon,

evaluated atEn5130 GeV using the modified VMD and
PCAC predictions to extrapolate in energy under the
sumptions s(nmFe→m2DS*

1Fe)5s( n̄mFe→m1DS*
2Fe)

and s(nmFe→m2DS
1Fe)5s( n̄mFe→m1DS

2Fe). A second
fit performed with the neutrino trident parameter fixed to t
standard model prediction yielded the consistent res
s„nmFe→m2(DS1DS* )Fe…5(3.060.6) fb/nucleon at En

5130 GeV.
Several systematic effects were considered. The hadr

energy measured by the calorimeter has been studied i
pendently and shown to reconstruct energies down to
lowest availablep2 beam at 5 GeV/c @14#. The Monte
Carlo hadronic energy scale was varied by 5% which p
duced an error of less than 0.05 fb/nucleon in the cross
tion. The choice of binning was varied. Also, the hadron
energy was calculated over a fixed length~7 counters from
the upstream end! rather than the variable length described

FIG. 16. Comparison of the final result~Monte Carlo simula-
tion! to the low-EHAD two-muon data for~a!,~b! EHAD , ~c!,~d!
Mm1m2, ~e!,~f! Df. The left side is then mode; the right side is the

n̄ mode. TheMm1m2 andDf distributions are forEHAD,3 GeV.
The points represent the data while the histogram shows the M
Carlo simulation.
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Sec. III. None of these had a significant effect on the res
The slope of thet distribution~b! was varied by 10% which
resulted in very small changes in the event kinematics.
nally, this result assumes an isotropicDS* decay. Studies
showed the effects of a possibleDS* polarization to be small.
The largest change, corresponding to nearly complete lo
tudinal polarization, lowereds(DS1DS* ) by 0.4 fb/nucleon.
These studies confirmed that the result is completely do
nated by the statistical error.

Previously, the Big Bubble Chamber Neutrino Collabor
tion combined various data samples to measure the diff
tive rate of charmed strange mesons (DS

61DS*
6) per

charged-currentnI (I is an isoscalar target! interaction@7#.
They measured a rate of (2.861.1)31023. The observation
of DS*

6 production by CHORUS@8# is in agreement with
this rate. Using the results of our second fit, we find a rate
(3.260.6)31023, which is consistent with previous result

Table V lists the number of events contribution of ea
source in the low-EHAD two muon data sample as determin
by this analysis.

B. Neutral-current analysis

Neutral-currentJ/c production produces a clear signatu
in the two muon invariant mass, particularly ifEHAD
<3 GeV is imposed to select diffractively produced even
There is no evidence for aJ/c signal in Fig. 13; however,
the relatively poor resolution of the NuTeV detector may
obscuring a contribution from this source. To assess this p
sibility, a diffractive J/c sample was simulated via Mont
Carlo simulation to obtain theMmm distribution shown in
Fig. 17. A Gaussian fit to this distribution yields a resoluti
s050.40 GeV/c2.

A maximum likelihood fit was then performed to dete
mine the amount ofJ/c present in the data. The fit functio
was taken to be

N~Mmm!5Mmm
a e(b1gMmm)1A expF2

1

2 S Mmm2M0

s0
D 2G ,

~5.1!

whereMmm is the two muon invariant mass.M0 ands0 are
the mass and width of theJ/c as measured by the Mont
Carlo calculation. The first term represents a smooth par
etrization of the background description wherea andg de-

te

TABLE V. Measured event contributions to the low-EHAD two-
muon event sample.

No. of events No. of events
(n) ( n̄)

J/c (90% C.L.) ,7.5 ,5.0
DIS 9.420.6

10.6 3.620.3
10.3

Neutrino tridents 3.523.5
15.8 1.621.6

12.7

(DS
61DS*

6) 24.525.8
15.7 11.122.6

12.6

Mis-identified single muon events 0.7560.43 0.2560.25
All other sources~estimate! ,0.1 ,0.1
1-8
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termine the shape andb the normalization. The second ter
is a Gaussian description of theJ/c contribution with mean
massM0 and widths0 set to the Monte Carlo prediction
The parameterA measures the amount ofJ/c in the data.

The results of the fit are shown in Table VI. A 90% co
fidence level~C.L.! on theJ/c contribution is set by fixing
theJ/c amplitude to various increasing levels and fitting f
the background. The likelihood function@L(A)# was plotted
as a function of A and the 90% C.L. limit set by
*A0

AC.L.L(A)dA/*A0

` L(A)dA50.90. The resulting number o

events is found by integrating the Gaussian with amplitu
AC.L. and converting to a cross section by normalizing to
DIS two-muon sample. The 90% confidence level limits
the diffractiveJ/c cross section are

s~nmFe→nmJ/cFe!<0.21 fb/nucleon at 90% C.L.,

FIG. 17. The two muon invariant mass (Mmm) for the J/c
Monte Carlo simulation. The distribution is unnormalized. T
curve shows a Gaussian fit.
09200
e
e

s~n̄mFe→ n̄mJ/cFe!<0.36 fb/nucleon at 90% C.L.,

at a mean production energy ofEn5175 GeV forEHAD<3
GeV. Figure 18 shows the results of this limit including th
J/c contribution.

Using the VMD model, we can extrapolate theJ/c cross
section to lowerEn to compare to the CDHS measurement
(0.04260.015) fb/nucleon. Figure 19 shows a 90% C.
limit for the J/c cross section normalized to the NuTe
measurement and compares to the CDHS result. The en
behavior of this limit is dependent upon the model inpu
We show the limit for a momentum transfer squared~t! dis-
tribution of e2145t @27# and coherent production only. Th
interpretation of the CDHS measurement as diffractive p
duction is contradicted by our limit; however, the CDH
EHAD cut of 10 GeV compared to a mean neutrino energy
70 GeV could have accepted DIS production ofJ/c.

The analysis was repeated with a higherEHAD cut
(EHAD,10 GeV) which matches the CDHS selection. T
results are also included in Table VI. The limit as a functi
of En is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 19. While t
limit is near the CDHS measurement, the diffractiveJ/c

FIG. 18. The 90% confidence level limit on diffractiveJ/c pro-
duction. The curve shows the fit to the background with the 9
C.L. contribution fromJ/c.
TABLE VI. Limits on diffractive J/c production observed by NuTeV in the low-EHAD two-muon
sample.

n mode n̄ mode
EHAD,3 GeV

No. of events~fit! 3.363.5 21.762.8
No. of events~90% C.L.! 7.5 5.0
AverageEn (J/c) (GeV) 185.0 168.0
Cross section~90% C.L.! (En5175 GeV) (fb/nucleon) 0.19 0.32
Cross section~90% C.L.! (En570 GeV)(fb/nucleon) 0.011 0.017

EHAD,10 GeV
No. of events~fit! 7.8610.1 22.467.4
No. of events~90% C.L.! 24.8 11.5
Cross section~90% C.L.! (En5175 GeV) (fb/nucleon) 0.63 0.73
Cross section~90% C.L.! (En570 GeV) (fb/nucleon) 0.034 0.040

CDHS result (EHAD,10 GeV)
Cross section~fit! (En570 GeV)(fb/nucleon) (0.04260.015)
1-9
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Monte Carlo calculation shows that the lowerEHAD
(,3 GeV) is appropriate for coherent diffractive produ
tion. One possible explanation is that the higher cut allow
contribution from DISJ/c production.

For completeness, theEHAD cut was changed toEHAD
.10 GeV to allow a search for inclusive DISJ/c produc-
tion. Figure 20 shows the resultingMmm distribution. A fit
was performed with the background modelled by an asy
metric Gaussian function and the data binned in 0.5 GeVc2

intervals. No statistically significantJ/c signal was found,
and 90% confidence level limits for th
(DISJ/c)/(DIS CC charm) rates were found to be

N~nmN→nmJ/cX!

N~nmN→m2cX!
<0.024 at 90% C.L.,

N~ n̄mN→ n̄mJ/cX!

N~ n̄mN→m1c̄X!
<0.069 at 90% C.L.,

when averaged over the NuTeV beam spectra. Assumin
similar energy dependence to DIS CC charm production,
corresponds to cross-section limits evaluated atEn

5125 GeV,

FIG. 19. Energy dependence of the 90% confidence level l
on diffractive J/c production normalized to the NuTeV measur
ment. The solid line is the limit set withEHAD,3 GeV and the
dashed line withEHAD,10 GeV. The data point shows the CDH
measurement.
de

09200
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a
is

s~nmN→nmJ/cX!<2.2 fb/nucleon at 90% C.L.,

s~n̄mN→ n̄mJ/cX!<3.4 fb/nucleon at 90% C.L.,

at an average DIS CC charm production energy ofEn

5125 GeV. Figure 20 shows the 90% C.L. curve for t
inclusive (EHAD.10 GeV) DIS two-muon sample.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed an inclusive analysis of the low-EHAD
two-muon data sample available from NuTeV. All know
standard model processes have been considered, and
significant sources were found to contribute: DIS, neutr
trident, diffractiveDS

6 , and diffractiveDS*
6 . We have mea-

sured diffractiveDS
6 and DS*

6 cross sections to be 1.
60.3 fb/nucleon and 1.660.4 fb/nucleon, respectively, fo
nmFe scattering atEn5130 GeV, in agreement with previ
ous results assuming a VMD energy dependence of the c
section. The data are consistent with neutrino trident prod
tion from standard model predictions. Finally, we see
evidence for either diffractive or DIS production ofJ/c in
NC nm and n̄m scattering on iron.
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FIG. 20. The two muon invariant mass distribution for hig
EHAD (EHAD.10 GeV). The curve shows the fit to the backgrou
with the 90% C.L. contribution fromJ/c.
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